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Abstract
In this paper we describe a grid problem solving environment we developed for ﬁnancial applications. We based
its development on a portlet framework we have speciﬁcally developed and on a set of Web APIs that encapsulate
all grid control and computation logic. Even though nowadays grid portals are characterized by various and diﬀerent
features and are implemented in very diﬀering programming languages and technologies, we thought that they have
many structural aspects in common. For this reason we decided to design and implement a set of Grid speciﬁc Web
APIs, that we called GRB WAPI. Through them, a portal developer will not have to deal with grid technical details
and will be able to manage a high level design. A portal developer will be able to concentrate on some other aspects
that concern presentation, such as portal usability and functionality. We discarded the idea of developing a traditional
library in order to free portal developers from a particular implementation technology. Thanks to this choice the portal
presentation logic can be implemented in any web technology and can be on a diﬀerent server
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1. Introduction
A Grid portal is a Web-based gateway that provides seamless access to a variety of backend resources. In general,
a Grid portal provides end users with a customized view of software and hardware resources speciﬁc to their particu-
lar problem domain. It also provides a single point of access to Grid-based resources that they are authorized to use.
This allows scientists or engineers to focus on their problem area by making the Grid a transparent extension of their
desktop computing environment. Web services can be considered as a major technology for developing automated
interactions between distributed and heterogeneous applications. Various standards, such as WSDL (Web Services
Description Language), UDDI and SOAP, support the deﬁnition of Web services and their advertisement to the poten-
tial user community. However lighter-weight approaches to service are more and more requested, especially for Web
applications. Web APIs technology was born just to satisfy this necessity.
In this paper we describe the design of a portal framework for developing grid problem-solving environments based
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on a set of portlets that communicate with Web APIs that encapsulate all grid control and computation logic; we
called GRB WAPI these Grid speciﬁc Web APIs. By Using them a portal developer has not to deal with grid technical
details concentrating on some other aspects concerning presentation, such as portal usability and functionality. We
discarded the idea to develop a traditional library in order to free portal developers from a particular implementation
technology. Thanks to this choice the portal presentation logic can be implemented in any web technology and can be
on a diﬀerent server.
We adopted a REST[26] architectural style in our Web APIs design because it is a light-weight one in comparison with
Web services for developing automated interactions between distributed and heterogeneous applications. In REST-
style architectures web requests and responses are built around the transfer of representations of resources. A resource
can be essentially any coherent and meaningful concept that may be addressed. A representation of a resource is typ-
ically a document that captures the current or intended state of a resource. RESTful applications maximize the use
of the pre-existing, well-deﬁned interface and other built-in capabilities provided by the chosen network protocol and
minimize the addition of new application-speciﬁc features on top of it. The paper is organized as follows: a brief
description of the state of the art is presented in section 2 to contextualize our work; the WebAPI and portal server
architecture are discussed in section 3 and 4; section 5 describes the design of the portlet based grid portal framework,
sections 6 presents a use case of a grid ﬁnance portal and section 7 concludes the paper.
2. State of the art
Grid portal development can be broadly classiﬁed into two generations. First generation Grid portals are tightly
coupled with Grid middleware such as Globus. These portals generally provide grid services such as authentication,
job management, data transfer and information services. Some ﬁrst generation representative Grid portal toolkits are
GRB[1][2][3][4], GridPort 2.0[6], the Ninf Portal[7] and GridSpeed[8]. A major limitation of the ﬁrst generation
portals is the lack of customization because the knowledge and expertise required for the use of the portal toolkits
is beyond the capability of most Grid end users. Moreover ﬁrst generation Grid portals often deliver only restricted
portal services. Moreover, ﬁrst generation portals can only provide static Grid services in that they lack a facility to
easily expose newly created Grid services to users.
The second generation of Grid portals relies on technologies such as portlets to provide more customizable solutions.
Some representative and popular portal frameworks are Jetspeed, WebSpheres Portal and GridSphere[5]. Running
inside a portlet container, portlets can be added into or removed from a portal, thus providing users with the ability
to customize Grid services at a portal level. Grid Portlets are independent components that are based on existing
Grid services. A Grid portal built from Grid Portlets can enable users to integrate services provided by diﬀerent Grid
middlewares. Second-generation Grid portals with portlets have the following beneﬁts compared with ﬁrst generation
Grid portals:
• Portal customization: users can build their personalized portals out of the available portlets to meet their speciﬁc
needs without the help of a Grid system developer.
• Extensible Grid services: portals built from portlets are loosely coupled with Grid middleware technologies
since Grid services can be exposed as standard portlets; a portal constructed from portlets provides users with
the ability to integrate services from diﬀerent Grid service providers.
• Dynamic Grid services: a Grid portal should be able to provide users with the ability to access dynamic Grid
services in a Grid environment; to this end, a mechanism can be provided to expose Grid services as individual
portlets that can be published and accessed via a portal.
Many portlet based grid portals have been developed using GridSphere portal framework. The ﬁrst one was called the
P-GRADE Grid portal[9]. Other portlet based grid portals are BeSTGRID[10], CCDB Portal[11] and University of
Sydney Portal[12].
Grid portals can also be grouped into two categories: user portals and application portals. A user portal provides a set
of basic services for portal users, which includes single sign-on, job submission and tracking, resource selection and
data management. An application portal provides application-related services for users, e.g. to construct a domain
application for the Grid.
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Another related concept, the so called mashup, has emerged recently; it indicates a way to create newWeb applications
by combining existing Web resources using data and Web APIs. These tools oﬀer considerable opportunities as the
availability of data as service that, coupled with collaborative application deployment, can help realize the vision of
the open programmable Web. One of the most common example of Web APIs are the Google Data APIs[13], which
allow programmers to create applications that read and write data from Google services. Currently, these include
APIs for Google Apps, Google Analytics, Blogger, Google Base, Google Book Search, Google Calendar, Google
Code Search, Google Earth, Google Spreadsheets, Google Notebook, and Picasa Web Albums. The Google services
use a REST Data Protocol to read, write and modify information on the web. Many services at Google provide
external access to data and functionality through APIs that utilize the Google Data Protocol. The protocol currently
supports two primary modes of access:
• AtomPub[24]: Information is sent as a collection of Atom items, using the standard Atom syndication format to
represent data and HTTP to handle communication. The Google Data Protocol extends AtomPub for processing
queries, authentication, and batch requests.
• JSON (JavaScript Object Notation)[25]: Information is sent as JSON objects that mirror the Atom representa-
tion.
The Google Data client libraries provide tools and an abstraction layer so that the user doesn’t have to deal with
HTTP requests or parse raw XML. Libraries are available for Java, JavaScript, .NET, PHP, and Python. REST technol-
ogy is diﬀerent from RPC protocols like SOAP, where HTTP is only an envelope for RPC data and most information
is contained inside the XML payload. The GridRPC API[14] is an attempt to standardize and implement a portable
and simple RPC based API set for Grid Computing. An important RPC based web framework for grid applications is
WAGA[15]: it provides WAGA-designer, a GUI implemented with mashup technology and AJAX that uses a set of
WAGAAPIs wrapped with Java reﬂection and RPC technology. The NERSCWeb Toolkit (NEWT)[16] is a collection
of REST APIs speciﬁcally designed for developing grid applications. NEWT APIs use JSON as their data interchange
format: since every JSON object is automatically parsed as a native JavaScript object by the client browser, NEWT
interface can be programmed by anyone who knows HTML and JavaScript.
In our Web API design we chose XML instead of JSON to encode output data, in order to allow XSLT transfor-
mations. In particular we chose to exempt clients from parsing data: for this reason we decided to use server-side
XSLT transformations to build HTML fragments from XML output data. Moreover, we dont want to force portal
developers to use only JavaScript: thanks to some Web APIs wrappers or binding libraries we implemented in various
programming languages, we let a portal developer to choose a programming language.
3. GRB WAPI architecture
The design and implementation of the GRB WAPI is based on the GRB Libraries developed at the University
of Salento, Italy. The GRB Libraries implement the basic functionalities required to access several grid middleware
services. The GRB grid portal, based on the GRB libraries, was developed using CGI technologies. The aim of the
GRB WAPI is to allow an evolution of the GRB based portals decoupling the Web interface from the middleware
services. GRB WAPI is compliant to the deﬁnition of Web APIs, so that they can be invoked through HTTP pro-
tocol through an HTTP server. The GRB WAPI functions take input parameters as POST request and/or ﬁles with
a multipart/form-data request and write its output in XML format into related HTTP response. Aiming at granting
a good security level, we enable SSL/TLS protocol and HTTPS variant on our GRB WAPI Web Server, in order to
cipher the communications between clients and the Web... GRB WAPI output, contained in HTTP response, has the
following XML structure:
<output>
<result></result>
<error id=></error>
</output>
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The output element, which is the XML document root, includes a result element, which contains processing re-
sults, and an error element, which in case of error contains a message and its related code stored in id attribute (when
processing ends without errors the error element contains an empty string and its id attribute has the 0 value). The ﬁrst
GRB WAPI that has to be invoked is grb wapi login, which authenticates a user who wants to access GRB WAPIs ser-
vices: it takes username and password as input parameters and returns a session handle, which represents the user au-
thentication with the system and has to be passed as an input parameter to all next GRB WAPI calls. The GRB WAPI
provide various services such as user credential management, Virtual Organization deﬁnition, computational resources
deﬁnition, job submission, resource monitoring and job status tracking. For example the grb wapi job submit can be
used for job submission: it takes as input parameters the session handle and a JSDL ﬁle describing the job to be
submitted according to the JSDL standard. After the job has been submitted, grb wapi check job could be invoked to
track the status of the job. The grb wapi check job requires the session handle id and the job id as input parameters.
4. Portal architecture
As we have said, our portal architecture is based on an important separation between the control and computation
logic and the presentation logic. As a consequence the architecture contains two entities: a Portal Server and a
Web Server to host the GRB WAPI. The Portal Server is responsible for the presentation logic and handles the user
interfaces. The GRB WAPI Web Server is responsible for the processing and control logic on which the portal relies
exposing these services through the GRB WAPI. The designed system is based on a three-tier architecture:
• the ﬁrst tier is represented by the user accessing the portal through a web browser;
• the second tier consists of a portal server hosting the portlets and responsible for dynamically building web
pages that containing portal contents;
• the third tier is represented by the Web Server where the GRB WAPI logic is deployed; this server includes also
a MySQL server which contains a relational database accessed by GRB WAPIs.
The UML deployment diagram in ﬁgure 1a shows the architecture we have just described. The GRB WAPIs
provide the portal with high level of ﬂexibility. The presentation layer could be developed in any web programming
language and technology using an apposite binding library written in the chosen programming language to invoke
GRB WAPI remote calls.
Our portal is characterized by clarity of design, eﬃcient modularity, multiple views, ease of growth and maintenance
and powerful user interfaces: we adopted Java portlets technology to reach these goals. Portlets technology, as deﬁned
in JSR-168 speciﬁcation[17] , allows the development of reusable web components in order to create accessible and
highly customizable user interfaces. A portlet is a Java-based Web component that processes requests from a portlet
container and generates dynamic content, which is the so-called fragment. A fragment can be aggregated with other
fragments to form a complete document, called the portal page. JSR-286[18] deﬁnes portlet 2.0 speciﬁcation. We
based our portal development on this second speciﬁcation, because it is compliant with Web 2.0 technologies and, in
particular, because it allows handling asynchronous HTTP requests. The portlet container we chose is Liferay[19],
an open source framework that provides the users with customizable pages. However we designed our portal to be
container independent.
The UML sequence diagram in ﬁgure 1b shows all the interactions among the architecture components. When a
client requests a page, each portlet of that page carries out the following operations in iterative manner to get some
HTML fragments which have to be assembled to make up the page content:
• it invokes a GRB WAPI remote call on the WEB API Server, which sends back an XML fragment containing
elaboration result;
• it applies an XSL stylesheet to the XML fragment to execute an XSLT transformation and obtain an HTML
fragment.
These two operations are in the most internal loop of the sequence diagram. The external loop contains the
operations carried out to make up the portlet content. Outside this loop, the Portlet Server collects the portlet to make
up the portal page that has to be sent to the client.
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Figure 1: (a) Portal architecture; (b) Interactions among the architecture components
5. Portal framework design
We based portlet development on the design of a framework that allows invoking methods of Java binding library
and transforming XML output into portlet contents. This framework can be divided into four layers. The lowest layer
is responsible for invoking binding library API, whose methods are wrappers of GRB WAPI calls. The outputs of
this level are XML fragments, which are sometimes agglomerated to make up new XML fragments. A higher layer
applies some XSLT transformations to XML fragments to get some HTML fragments. In the highest layer HTML
components are agglomerated into a HTML content, which can be the entire content shown in EDIT or VIEW portlet
mode or can be agglomerated with other contents to make up a multiple content. In the following subsections we
will ﬁrst describe the Java binding library we developed and used to invoke GRB WAPIs in our portal and then some
implementation details of our framework.
5.1. Java binding library
The Java binding library we are going to describe acts as an abstraction layer that makes a portal development eas-
ier: by using them we dont need to directly invoke GRB WAPIs, write HTTP requests and read the related responses.
The Java binding library we developed has a three layers structure:
• the highest layer consists of methods the developer will invoke to build the portal;
• the middle layer is a wrapper that is used by the ﬁrst layer methods to invoke GRB WAPIs;
• the lowest layer is used by the middle layer to build HTTP requests that contact GRB WAPIs, passing them the
appropriate parameters.
Portal developers only need to use the highest layer methods, as the other layers only oﬀer services to this one.
The four classes, depicted in the UML diagram in ﬁgure 2a, implement the architecture described above: in particular
GRBWapiServer, GRBWapi and MultipartFormOutputStream class implement the services oﬀered by the three layers,
while GRBException class represents all raised exceptions. GRBWapiServer class is the one directly used by a portal
developer and is an abstraction of the Web Server where GRB WAPIs have been installed: so the class constructor
takes as an input parameter the Web Server URL, while almost all the class methods are wrappers used to correspond
GRB WAPIs invocations. After theGRBWapiServer object has been created, it is necessary to invoke an openConnec-
tion method to connect to the GRB WAPI server and authenticate the user: this method takes username and password
as input parameters and passes them to grb wapi login. If the authentication is successful, a session handle is created:
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Figure 2: (a) UML class diagram for Java binding library; (b) UML class diagram for framework main section
this handle will be taken as an input parameter by GRB WAPIs invoked by all the other class methods.
Once the connection has been established, the developer has to invoke the getUsername method to retrieve the
users username, the getSessionId method to retrieve the session handle that has been created and isHandleValid to
check if the session handle is valid. All the other methods that can be invoked by a developer provide various grid
services. Each of them performs the following operations:
• creation of a GRBWapi object for the GRB WAPI to be invoked;
• passing of input parameters to the GRBWapi object; input parameters are passed with the addInputParameter
method and/or XML input ﬁles are passed with addInputFile method;
• invocation of the actual GRB WAPI represented by the GRBWapi object through the execute method, in the
case that no outputs are returned, or the getResultXMLDocument
method when the remote invocation returns outputs. In the latter case the outputs are returned in a XML document
represented by a Document object. If a remote error is produced the error tag of the XML output document is set and
the execute or the getResultXMLDocument methods of the GRBWapi class throw a GRBException.
As many GRB WAPI take also some ﬁles besides simple parameters as input data we needed to allow also ﬁle
uploading in HTTP requests, so we chose to use POSTmethod and multipart request. As described in RFC 1521[20]in
multipart request the Content-Type ﬁeld of the header contains the multipart/form-data value and the request body is
made up of more parts, delimited by an apposite boundary string that has to be speciﬁed in the Content-Type ﬁeld of
the main header. The MultipartFormOutputStream class is used by the GRBWapi class to write the HTTP request: its
constructor takes as parameters the output stream where the request has to be written and a boundary string.
5.2. Framework classes
The UML class diagram in the ﬁgure 2b illustrates the main section of our portal framework. GenericPortlet ab-
stract class implements Portlet interface and oﬀers a template that can be used to develop any portlet. In our framework
this class was further specialized into GRBPortlet abstract class, which in turn was used as a template to build the use
case portals portlets. Our portlets can deﬁne their VIEW and EDIT speciﬁc contents by implementing GRBViewInit
and GRBEditInit methods respectively: viewContent and editContent parameters are instances of GRBPortletContent
class and are used to collect all content fragments the portlet has to show in VIEW and EDIT mode. The processGR-
BAction method deﬁnes the operations the portlet has to perform when a new HTTP request has been generated by a
form submission. The isAjaxPortlet method is used by a portlet for asynchronous HTTP requests using Ajax technol-
ogy; this allows a portlet to retrieve data from the server asynchronously in the background without interfering with
the display and the behaviour of the rest of the page where the portlet content lies; so, for example, a form submission
in the portlet will not cause a refresh of the entire page.
In all this cases, in GRBPortlet class we applied a template method design pattern, which suggests to deﬁne the gen-
eral structure of an algorithm in an abstract class allowing concrete subclasses to deﬁne some details of it. The only
portlet that doesn’t extend GRBPortlet class is the Login portlet, which is a direct subclass of the GenericPortlet ab-
stract class: this is the portlet the user has to use to authenticate himself. After the user has provided his username
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Figure 3: (a) UML class diagram for portlet components handling; (b) UML class diagram for charts building
and password, processAction method builds a GRBSession object, which contains a GRBWapiServer instance; the
openConnection method is invoked on this object to authenticate the user with the GRB WAPI server. GRBSession
object is stored in portal session as an attribute with application scope, so it can be accessed by any portlet of the web
application. As we have seen before, the content that the portlet will show in VIEW and EDIT mode can be deﬁned
as the composition of more components, which are HTML fragments generated by XSLT transformations applied to
XML markups that represent GRB WAPIs outputs. The UML class diagram in ﬁgure 3a illustrates the section of our
framework that deals with these components, their composition and their visualization.
AbstractComponent abstract class represents a generic component that can be rendered in portlet VIEW or EDIT
mode: it deﬁnes the toHTML abstract method, which is responsible for building an HTML fragment and writing it in
the portlet content; this method has to be implemented by concrete subclasses, GRBPortletComponent, GRBPortlet-
Content andGRBPortletMultiContent. A strategy design pattern is applied: each component is created by instantiating
one of the three subclasses, but then it is considered as an AbtractComponent object; however, when toHTML method
is invoked to write portlet contents, what is actually executed is an implementation speciﬁc for the subclass instanti-
ated by the object.
GRBPortletContent subclass represents an entire content that can be rendered in portlet VIEW or EDIT mode. Con-
tent is made up of one or more components, each of them in turn represented by GRBPortletComponent class. So, in
addition to the strategy design pattern, a composite design pattern is applied, which suggests to combine more objects
within another object which has the same behaviour of its component parts; so, this design pattern allows to handle
single objects and compositions in a uniform way. In the case we have just described AbstractComponent class is a
common abstraction for both primitive and composite objects: it is actually extended by both GRBPortletComponent
class, which represents a primitive object, and GRBPortletContent class, which represents a composite object. The
toHTML method of GRBPortletContent class invokes the toHTML method of each object that is part of the content in
order to obtain the HTML fragments that have to be assembled in order to make up the entire HTML content.
The GRBPortletMultiContent subclass represents multiple content, given by the composition of more simple contents,
which are instances of GRBPortletContent class. Here composite design pattern is used also for the GRBPortletCon-
tent andGRBPortletMultiContent classes; in this case, GRBPortletContent represents the primitive object, whileGRB-
PortletMultiContent represents the composite object. The toHTML method of GRBPortletMultiContent class invokes
the toHTML method of each object that is a part of the multiple content in order to build the related HTML fragments;
then this method assembles the single content fragments in order to build the entire HTML multiple content.
All AbstractComponent subclasses use the PortletHTMLWriter class object that is passed as an input to their toHTML
method, in order to write the HTML fragment of the component they represent. The GRBPortletComponent class
invokes a concrete implementation of transform method of a subclass of the DocumentTransformer abstract class to
execute XSLT transformations that generate HTML fragments from XML documents; this is another application of
the strategy design pattern.
The UML class diagram in ﬁgure 3b illustrates the classes responsible for building charts. The GRBChartBuilder
abstract class is a subclass of the DocumentTransformer class and provides an implementation of transform method
that builds a chart with the data in the XML markup it takes as an input. This method in particular invokes the build-
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ChartFromXML abstract method for building the chart that is then encapsulated into a HTML markup. The reported
diagram is a tree of various abstract subclasses and the template method design pattern is applied to each level, be-
cause the buildChartFromXML method is decomposed into more elementary operations, and each of them is further
decomposed within the subclasses. The leaf nodes of this tree are concrete classes GriﬁnRichiestaPieChartBuilder,
GriﬁnRisultatiPieChartBuilder and JobStatusChartBuilder: the ﬁrst two classes have been developed for building the
pie charts in the use case described in the next section; the third class instead is used to build the horizontal bar chart
that describes the entire status history of a job in Job Status Details portlet. The various implementations of the build-
ChartFromXML method use JOFC2 Library[21] for building the Chart object that is returned to the invoking class.
This library is a wrapper for Open Flash Chart 2[22], which is an open source ﬂash library used to build animated
charts.
6. Case study
The case study to demonstrate the eﬃciency and the potentiality of the GRB WAPI is based on the Grid for Finance
project (Griﬁn)[23] funded by the Italian Ministry for Research and University (MIUR). The GriFin project was
focused on the development of a grid problem-solving environment for ﬁnancial applications. Financial applications
are one of the most interesting areas for the scientiﬁc community. The development of eﬃcient and eﬀective decisional
support tools in this area is strategically important for ﬁnancial institutes since they could provide great opportunities in
terms of enhancement of existing applications and development of new services with a higher level of customization.
The ﬁnancial application gave us a realistic and complex use case for developing a grid problem-solving environment
based on the GRB WAPI technology described in the previous sections.
After the deﬁnition of requirements and speciﬁc constraints, through the grid portal, ﬁnancial operators can obtain
suggestions about portfolio composition along the investment planning horizon, according to the risk aversion attitude
of the investor. Solutions are plotted as charts depicting:
• The eﬃcient frontier representing solutions in terms of risk measure and ﬁnal wealth as function of the risk
aversion attitude.
• The portfolio evolution along each scenario.
Before accessing the portal services the user has to authenticate himself through the login portlet. User au-
thentication is based on Shibboleth, a software tool for web single sign-on. It allows retrieving information about
user identity and making informed authorization decisions for individual access of protected online resources in a
privacy-preserving manner. A Shibboleth Service Provider, installed on the portal server, is responsible for redirect-
ing the user’s request to the external URL of a Discovery Service, which in turn enables the user to select an Identity
Provider. After the user provides his username and password, the Identity Provider retrieves some user data (userid,
email, name, surname, etc.) and then redirects back to the portal site. From then on the user is authenticated and the
web application is able to retrieve his data from apposite request header. Griﬁn portlet is the portlet the user has to use
to submit a job of the Griﬁn application. Three tabs compose the portlet user interface: instruments, parameters and
resume. In the Instruments tab the user can select instruments, specifying also an invested value, a lower bound and an
upper bound. In the Parameters tab the user can set the initial cash, an eventual minimum return and a time period in
months; he can also specify as a constraint the maximum risk for counterparts, categories and countries. The Resume
tab sums up for the user the data he has inserted in the previous tabs, so he can check them before submitting the job.
We used the GRBPortletMultiContent class we described above to implement the three-tabs content of this portlet.
Through the Job Status portlet the user can monitor the jobs he has submitted. For each job the user can get the list
of its subjobs (if existing), the submission timestamp, the status associated with a timestamp representing the time it
entered that status. Through this portlet the user can also cancel a job execution. The results portlet shows the results
of the Griﬁn application job execution selecting a value for lambda and a scenario; the portlet shows the execution
results for each level of the selected scenario for the selected lambda value. Result data are shown both through tables
and through pie charts.
The Job Status Details portlet allows the user to check some status details about his jobs and becomes active
when the user clicks on the output, the view log or the status column of the job. So, through this portlet the user
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Figure 4: (a) Job Status portlet; (b) Results portlet; (c) Job Status Details portlet
can download the output ﬁles of a submitted job whose execution has ended, view the job log and, above all, he can
visualize a horizontal bar chart that shows the entire status history of the job.
7. Conclusions and future work
In this paper we have described the design of a new grid portal based on a multi level architecture: in particular we
used a very versatile back-end layer, characterized by GRB WAPI remote methods set, which allows using various
programming languages and technologies in the front-end layer. While Java portlet technology has been used to
develop a grid ﬁnance use case, more binding libraries are being developed for several programming languages (Ruby,
PHP, etc.) in order to integrate the GRB WAPI technology into existing frameworks.
The development of a grid portal based on GRB WAPIs calls is also a partial step towards cloud technologies. Typical
cloud computing providers deliver common business applications online that are accessed from another Web service
or software like a Web browser, while the software and data are stored on servers. GRB WAPI can be extended to
build interfaces for accessing SaaS (Software as a Service) applications in cloud environments.
Further steps in a cloud direction include improvements to make the system more autonomous and transparent for
users: as a ﬁnal result hardware, software and data should be automatically handled and reconﬁgured within a single
platform that could be presented to users.
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